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Presentation Notes
Figure 1: From EngelsCaption: This is figure is important because it shows the numerous levels of biopsychosocial model, and indicates what was happening at a number of levels at the opening of the episode of coronary artery occlusion.
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Presentation Notes
Caption: This is a portion of Figure 4, showing the ways in which the personal problem is affecting larger social systems, specifically the two-person, family and community systems.
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Presentation Notes
Figure 3: From EngelsCaption: This portion of Figure 5 shows the ways in which the actions of the medical residents affected the physiology of the patient.  Specifically, the failure to introduce the arterial line causes the patient many emotions, and mobilizes the fight-flight response, triggering ventricular fibrillation.









Understanding 
root shock
The traumatic stress reaction 
to the loss of all or part of 
one’s emotional ecosystem
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Synergism of Plagues in the Context 
of Serial Forced Displacement



Everything that 
happens occurs in a 
particular context
•Integration is key to 
health: rates of mental 
illness higher in 
disintegrated, as 
compared to 
integrated, 
communities
•Segregated city is, by 
definition, a 
disintegrated 
community
•Governs injury and 
repair

Lourdes Hernandez-Cordero, 2004



MODEL

COLLECTION

What happens to 
communities that 
are repeatedly hit, 
as has been the 
case for black 
communities over 
the past 70 years?

confusion

disorder

non-sense

Stage-State 
Model of 
Community 
Collapse



Post-disaster 
recovery goes 
through phases

•Crisis
•Honeymoon
•Disillusionment
•(Re)integration



Liz Roll, Five Years After Sandy, 2017



https://features.weather.com/rebuilt-repaired-abandoned-five-years-after-sandy/

https://features.weather.com/rebuilt-repaired-abandoned-five-years-after-sandy/


Rebuilding in 
Enschede
Explosion in May 2000
Rebuilt by 2007



Interventions at multiple levels of scale:
Enschede Model

Interorganizational
• Helping organizations 

cooperate to restore 
individual autonomy

• Ensuring inclusivity in the 
rebuilding

• Mourning and celebrating 
together

• Keeping attention 
throughout the post-
disaster period, and with 
the changing needs

Individual
• Promoting the restoration 

of autonomy
• Moving slowly to 

“diagnose” – normal 
response to abnormal event

• Offering needed therapies 
to those who still suffer 
after the initial two months 
have passed



Rebuilding in 
Enschede
Loesje is a poster 
campaign that uses humor 
to get people moving:

since the 
disaster        
my knight 
doesn’t take 
his armor off



A Sunday school class in an English 
Protestant community
Hughes, People of Cove and Woodlot, p. 343



Art class at the Irene Kaufman 
Settlement House, photo by 
Esther Bubley
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Esther Bubley, Courtesy of the Pennsylvania Room, Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unique time of the anniversary, not an arbitrary “a conversation about race in America,” rather something that has arisen in the fullness of time, an anniversary, which brings with it obligations to all the ancestors who suffered and struggled.  Therefore we ought not miss this moment for a ”people’s observance” – we the people, common folk – what are our stories? Can we use art, music, and storytelling to reveal our faces to one another?  
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